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Light  emitted from a LED is chemically polarized, provided that  it  is fed with the current that  has passed 
at  right  angles through at  right asymmetric electromagnetic fields (the field). The fields, here introduced, 
are featured by unique constructions, consisting of unipolar field of positive or negative and the magnetic 
field between north and south poles of two flat type magnets, both fields of which are set at right  angles, 
thus DC current  passing through the field constitutes the rule of left or right handed screw.  Chemical 
polarities of light are governed by these rules.

   
Experiments

 Here introduced is an experiment  uses three white light  LEDs. They were supplied with three different 
currents. The first  one is a DC current  that  has passed through the field following the left  handed rule, the 
second one the right  handed rule, and the third one is a DC current  having no the field in its path and is 
used as the standard current against the former two current.
 The light  from the LED fed with  the third current  was used as the standard for the determination of 
chemical polarities of lights emitted from the residual two LEDs.

Fig.1 Schematic configuration of experimentation
1 Flat  magnets: 2  Copper plate (0.1mm thick); 3 Two copper electric plates (the top plate is charged with 
100V, the bottom side one is grounded); 4 Two cores cable; 5 LED(white light) ; 6 Triangular flask ; 7 
Aluminum foil for shielding external light ; 8 DC unit (100V) ; 9 DC unit (3V )
A LED in  a test tube was positioned at 20mm high from the bottom of a triangular flask containing 200ml 
water. At the bottom of triangular flasks a steel fiber ball of 1g was laid down 
as a reactive reagent. The  
 Aluminum foil was used to shield the triangular flasks from external light, and the reflective property of 
which makes the inner space of them a sort  of black body, thus ensuring uniform irradiation with the light 
from the LED.

The irradiation continued for two hours, then  the test  tube was removed from respective 
triangular flasks and a steel fiber ball of 1g immersed in the water. The dissolving of ferrous ions 
into the water from the steel fiber ball slowly colored the water in yellow green. In around one 
hour the water in the three triangular flasks showed clear differences in deepness of yellow green 
color. Upon the clear color differences were observed, the steel fiber ball was taken out  from each 
water to cease further dissolving of ferrous iron ions from it,. It enhanced further oxidation  of 
ferrous ions to ferric ions with the shifting of color yellow green to red brown.



Fig.2 The final color differences among three waters
Analysis of total Fe ions confirmed that  deepness in the color is proportional to the quantity of total Fe ions 
in water, in that the degree of  deepness in colr mean the degree of oxidation speeds in the three waters. 
Conclusion
These results lead to the conclusion that  light  is chemically polarized when it  is emitted from LEDs fed 
with the DC current  that  has passed through at  right  angles an asymmetric electromagnetic field, and the 
chemical polarity of the light  is decided by the rule of left  handed or right  handed, that  is when vector 
rotation of from electric field to magnetic field is clockwise and the direction of current  coincides with  that 
of the rotation vector, then it  is followed to the right  handed rule, the counterclockwise to the left  handed 
rule. 
Water memory
Water memory is a very controversial matter and not  yet able to get approvals from the main stream of 
physics. The chemical polarities of water induced by the irradiation of a chemically polarized light  are 
memorized pretty long time such  as ten hours and more. To verify water memory experiments were carried 
out  using the same configuration. Waters in  three triangular flasks were irradiated for five hours with the 
three kinds of light  from LEDs, however without steel fiber balls in the waters. On the completion of 
irradiation time they were left over for a certain time (10 hours) on the flat  plane in a rather light  area, but 
without direct  sunlight irradiation. When ten hours has passed, a steel fiber ball of 1g was immersed in each 
water,.  In due course the three waters slowly were colored into  yellow red with differences in deepness. 
These differences are almost  similar to  the former experiment, hence I think water memorizes its chemical 
properties at least 10 hours, possibly many days.
Biochemical effects
Fig. 3 demonstrates the biochemical effects of the three waters on growth of roots and sprouts of onions. 
The left onions was supplied the water of right  handed, the center onions with the water not  chemically 
polarized and the right onion with the water of left handed.

 

Fig.3 comparison of growth speeds of roots and sprouts of onions 
.


